Introduction
In the present paper we consider the Cauchy problem (C^) for a non-linear differe.. ;nai equation of parabolic type who-(B = const >0). To find the approximative solution of the problem (C1) we shall use the line method. This method is a limiting case of the well known mesh method for parabolic equations when the time step tends to zero and the set of knots fills a system of parallel line segments. Making rather general assumptions on the function f and applying the line method we approximate the problem (CL ) by the Cauchy problem h (c?) for a certain countable (with multiple indices) system of ordinary differential equations. We prove that this system has exactly one solution belonging to a certain fixed class. Further, we establish the conditions under which this solution tends to the exact solution of problem (C1) and find an estimate for the error of the line method. Beside the problem (C1) we also consider the problem (C~) in the class reduced, introducing new spatial coordinates, to a problem of type (C1).
Researoh on the approximation of the Cauchy problem for non-linear parabolic equations In the class of solutions of Moreover, [zj p denotes the p-th power of [zj = (1+z?) (i = 1,...,n).
• We shall consider the non-linear Cauchy problem (C.,) u t = f(t,x,u,u x ,u xx ), (t,x) e S, u(0,x) = g(x), x e R n in the class of solutions of order exp(B[xJ jj , where
On the function f (t,x,u,q ,v) , where q = (q^ ,...-,q Q ), r = ( r ij 'i j-1 and 0X1
s( x ) we shall make the following assumptions: (II) For any fixed pair of indices i,j, i^j, the faneJl tion -jr^-is constantly non-negative or constantly non-positive.
(III) The following inequalities hold n |g(x)|, |f(t,x,0,0,0}| < A exp(B[xJ), (t,x) e S i=1 for some constants A, B > 0« Remark 1. From assumption (I) it follows that ^ L 2 min^xj*, [xj'j , i,J-1,...,n.
' ijj' We shall replace the problem (C^) by the Cauchy problem for a certain infinite system of ordinary differential equations. For this purpose we introduce in the space R n a uni-M i m 1 ®n\ form mesh, i.e. a set of nodal points x = (x 1 ,...,x "), m i where M = (m.,.. ,m n ), x^ = m.jh (i = 1,...,n; h = const>0). Put Z = | M : m i = 0, +1, +2,...; i = 1,...,n| .
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. ,mi_1 .m^^-l ,mi+1,... ,mn), (i = 1,...,n; M e Z).
i'or the sequence v = (v M )MfeZ w® define the following differenoe operators (see M.Malec [l] ), corresponding to the first and seoond derivatives with respect to the spatial variables
(i,j = 1,...,n; M 6 Z), where Let us now set
S^XjU,*^) (i,j = 1,...,n), respectively, and consider the problem (C*)
This is the initial problem for an infinite (countable) system of ordinary differential equations. We will 3how that under the assumptions made on the functions f and g the u problem (cp has exactly one solution approximating the solution of the problem (C^).
Taking into account the notations (l)-(4) and setting u = (u^ijijgg W6 assumes
Auxiliary results
We are now going to establish some lemmas. For this purpose we introduce the following Definition 1. The function F(t,u) =P^'t»S) lfcz » t e J , is said to be quasi-monotone increasing with respect ~ M to u if each component P has the following property
Under the assumptions (I), (II) the function P(t,u) defined by formula (5), is quasi-monotone increasing with respect to ù for any fixed h e (0, 2at/L 1 > .
Proof. Let u = (u® 1 ), v = (v^) be sequences such ~ ~ MM that v and u = v for some M fe Z. In particular
Applying to the function f the mean-value theorem.and making use of assumptions (I), (II) we ?et
where the derivatives 3f/3q., 3f/3r.. are taken at an in-J termediate point. Hence, in view of the condition h e (0,2«/L.,>, we get the assertion. Let us now introduce the functions n H(t,x) = H(t,x;C,a) = 2Z H ± (t), (t,x) e S , We now define the function
where L is a constant satisfying the condition
The remaining constant quantities in formulas (6)-(l0) are the constants introduced in assumptions (I), (II).
We are now going to prove the fundamental lemma.
defined by formulas (6)-(l0) with fixed C > 0, satisfies the system of differential inequalities
for .M e Z, he (0,1/Ce °>, te <0,T r > , where
Proof.
Note that the definition of the function TLJ G it) implies the relations
where is the Kronecker symbol and
On the other hand n n n G
The proof of this inequality is analogous to that of Tchebyshef's inequality (see D.S.Mitrinovic [2], p.36).
Hence we have which follow from Taylor's formula, we get
whence we obtain (13) for m± e N0 and (14J for mi e N.
On the other hand, if mi = 0, we have, in view of (15), 
Proof. Let aj(t) = (1+t)GjJ f G^(t) = G(t,x d ;C,A).
Prom the assumption u-v e <0,T'>J it follows that for any e > 0 there exists a natural number N e such that On the other hand, applying successively inequality (21), assumptions (I) and (IIJ, relations (25) and Lemmas 1 and 2 we should obtain for t = t
, which is in contradiction of (26). Thus, whence t} < v^it) +
for Li e Z and te <0,1\> . I-assing o o to the limit with e --0 we get {221,
•7e shall now prove a theorem on the existence and uniqueu ness of the solution of problem (C^). The proof is similar to that of A.Voigt [4] ana is based on a result established by v;.I/!lak and C.Olech [3] .
Let (27) T 1 = min T T . 0 '
'.There the number T^ is defined in Lemma 3, while the number T is defined by formula (19) for T' = T. Theorem !.
Under the assumptions (I)-(III) the problem (C?) has for any h e (u,h > exactly one solution U h e ; <0,T 1 >J , where the number h c is defined by formula (18), while B and ^(B) are the constants involved in equalities (17).
Proof. Let co 1 be the function defined by formulas (17) and let h e (u,h Q > be an arbitrarily fixed number, (a) YJe define the operator F which assigns to any super-* U function w = (w 1:i ) of the problem (Ctj ) in the interval <0,.T.,> , such that -ci' 1 as w lvI , -& e Z, t e <0,T, ( > , a superfunction Pw of this problem satisfying the condition By (28) and (32) we have (33) wj +1 ^ for k e N and t e <0,T.,> .
Let M e Z be fixed. By assumptions (I)-(III) and relation (33) the right hand sides of the differential equations
are uniformly bounded in the interval <.0,T^> . Hence the functions of the sequence )) k e u are uniforml 3' bounded and equicontinuous in <0,T..> . Prom Arzela's theorem and from (33) it follows that there exist limit functions U (t) = = lim wjf(t) (for any fixed M 6 Z this convergence is unik-oo K form on < 0,T^> ). Considering the sequence of integral equations equivalent to the equations (34) Furthermore, let T^ be the number defined by formula (27), the number T q being defined by formula (19) for T' =T, and let S 1 = (O.T^X R n . The real function u(t,x) is said to belong to the class if it is defined in S^, has in S^ a derivative u^ and continuous derivatives u_ , u_ (i,j = 1,...,n) and if it satisfies the growth condition sup | | u(t,x)| / H(t f xjB t a) : (t,x) e S 1 J < oo , where the function H(t,x) is defined by formula (6).
To prove (37) it suffices to verify that the assumption (21) of Theorem 1, which in this case takes the fora (t,x ,u +r ,u +r ,u +r ;-i(t,x ,u ,u x 
On the other hand, taking into account the form of the 7'/ T function r'^tj we find, ir th9 same manner as in the proof of Lemma 2, that -827 -
for Me Z and t e-(0,1^. Prom (39) and (40) follows (38), whence by theorem 1 we get (36).
The convergence theorem for the line method is a direct consequence of Theorem 3. The assumption (III) is a consequence of relation (43) and of assumption (Ilia) .
H e m a r k 3« Introducing in the space R n a uriu form mesh (similarly to the case of problem we may obtain from the relation (43) a certain class of non-uniform spatial steps (see A.Voigt [4] ) which enables us to approximate the problem (C^) by the corresponding Cauchy problem for an infinite system of ordinary differential equations. Theorems analogous to Theorems 1-4 also be stated and proved for the difference-differential problem obtained in this way.
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